
 

It costs just $1.36 to charge an iPad for a
year
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In this, Friday, April 20, 2012, file photo, A visitor tries out a new iPad tablet
computer at an Apple store in Klang, outside Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The
annual charging cost of an iPad is just $1.36, according to the Electric Power
Research Institute. The group, known as EPRI, saw Apple Inc.'s big iPad sales
numbers and decided to study the tablet computer's power use to determine what
effect the devices might have on the nation's electricity consumption (AP
Photo/Lai Seng Sin, File)

(AP) — That coffee you're drinking while gazing at your iPad? It cost
more than all the electricity needed to run those games, emails, videos
and news stories for a year.

The annual cost to charge an iPad is just $1.36, according to the Electric
Power Research Institute, a non-profit research and development group
funded by electric utilities.
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By comparison, a 60-watt compact fluorescent bulb costs $1.61, a
desktop PC adds up to $28.21 and a refrigerator runs you $65.72 in the
U.S.

The group, known as EPRI, studied the power consumption of Apple
Inc.'s iPad to determine the effect that the newly-popular devices might
have on the nation's electricity use.

The answer: not much.

If the number of iPads triples from the current 67 million, they would
need the electricity from one small power plant operating at full strength.

But if people are using iPads instead of televisions to play video games,
or ditching their desktop computers for iPads, the shift to tablets could
mean lower overall power consumption. A desktop computer uses 20
times more power than an iPad.

Baskar Vairmohan, the EPRI researcher who conducted the iPad test,
said the group is now studying usage to understand whether the explosion
of tablets is adding to power consumption, or reducing it.

Residential power demand is on track to fall for the third straight year,
according to the government. A weak economy is keeping people in
smaller houses and shacked up with others. At the same time, efficiency
programs are pushing more efficient light bulbs, air conditioners and
other devices into homes. Refrigerators use a quarter of the power they
used a generation ago, according to EPRI.

For the iPad test, Vairmohan measured the amount of power used to
charge up an iPad with a drained battery. He assumed that users would
charge up every other day. Over a year, the latest version of the iPad
consumed 11.86 kilowatt-hours of electricity. (Older versions consume
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somewhat less power.)

The juice would cost $1.36 at the U.S. average residential price of 11.49
cents per kilowatt-hour.

But there's an even cheaper way to go than the iPad. EPRI calculated the
cost of power needed to fuel an iPhone 4 for year: just 38 cents.

Copyright 2012 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material
may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
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